FORUM COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE CRITICAL FOR RESPONSE

Bringing people and information together is critical. Seconds count. Over the past 20 plus years, voice and video conference calls have helped solve problems, achieve consensus, and coordinate efforts and ideas. One company has consistently developed technology with the versatility and custom capabilities to meet those changing needs. That company is Forum Communications:

• During an international incident, immigration officials and local agencies used teleconferencing to negotiate return of a child to his family in Cuba.
• Developing events and crises require news networks to stay connected with affiliates around the clock, 365 days a year.
• Nursing students in South Dakota walk several miles to a phone to complete training at a Canadian university via conference call.
• The White House uses conference calls daily; military agencies use conferencing for field communication and control.
• Teleconferencing has taken a front line role in emergency response and homeland security communications, replacing hundreds of outdated firebar emergency systems in agencies across the country.
• Web conferencing provides real-time training and collaboration across the globe. Defense Department contractors use conferencing to design and test solutions and to keep planes and other equipment operational.

With over 8,000 systems in place worldwide, Forum serves critical 24/7 government and executive applications and personnel with field-tested, durable teleconferencing products and servers, including the case studies listed above. Its teleconferencing provides top-level security with Personal Identification Numbers, pre-scheduled conference call meetings, and fingertip touch controls. Forum’s latest products also provide data sharing, co-browsing, AND SMS messaging options, as well as immediate blast dial and text messaging.